One of the nonparametric methods to estimate the probability density is kernel method. In this paper, kernel density estimation methods including the naive kernel(N K) estimator and geometric extrapolation based kernel(GEBK) method are introduced and discussed. Theoretical properties, including the selection of smoothing parameter, the accuracy of resultant estimators using Monte Carlo simulation are studied. The results show that the amount of bias in the proposed geometric extrapolation based kernel estimator signicantly decreases.
Introduction
Probability density function is one of the basic and widely used concepts in the statistics by which we can verify random variable behavior. If the form of population is known, the parametric method is usually used; otherwise, nonparametric method may be applied. Several nonparametric methods have been used so far; among them, the easiest and the most popular one is the histogram. Until the early fties, histogram was the only method raised for density estimation. Although for identifying data distribution process the histogram method seems to be easy to use at the rst stage, it can not be the most accurate one due to some of its failures such as roughness. Therefore, it has been replaced by other methods. Over the last twenty years, dierent nonparametric methods such as kernel method in this eld have been expanded and developed. Theoretical studies of this technique and its applications by computers for data processing has caused a revolution in the estimation of the probability density. Rosenblatt [11] and Parzen [10] were the rst to introduce the kernel method. Silverman [12] , Hardell [4] and many others generalized this method to higher dimensional. Also, Farrell [3] obtained the best asymptotic convergence rate O(n −2r 2r+1 ) of mean squared error(M SE) for orthogonal kernel estimators. Terrell and Scott [14] introduced geometric extrapolation of nonnegative kernels for bias reduction. Kim, et al. [7] developed a skewing method to reduce the bias. Mynbaev and Martins-Filho [9] worked out a bias reduced kernel relative to the classical kernel estimator via Lipschitz condition. Kairat, Saralees Nadarajah, et al. [6] studied improving bias with kernels of Epanechnikov and Gram-Charlier for kernel density estimation. Kim and Kim [8] presented a version of the kernel density estimator that reduces M SE. They showed that M SE reduction is due to bias reduction not variance one. Igarashi and Kakizawa [5] studied asymmetric kernel estimator with support [0, ∞), using nonnegative bias correction techniques with standard normal kernel. They showed that the best mean integrated squared error(M ISE) occurs with O(n −8 9 ). As we pointed out above, many eorts have been made in the past decade to estimate probability density as accurate as possible. In this paper, we mainly focus on bias reduction of kernel estimators using geometric extrapolation. Indeed, in Section 2, we introduce the naive kernel estimator, and in Section 3 we consider and investigate the geometric extrapolation based kernel method. A Monte Carlo simulation study is described in Section 4 and the results are compared by using standard normal kernel. In Section 5, we present three numerical examples. In Section 6, however, we summerize our results as the nall part of our work.
The Naive Kernel Estimator
Let X1, X2, · · · , Xn be independent and identically distributed random variables with an unknown density function f , with size n. For x ∈ R the naive kernel(N K) density estimator of f can be dened as
) denotes the kernel weight function, usually a symmetric density, and h is the bandwidth parameter, which controls the smoothness of the estimator. The kernel weight function is usually required to satisfy the following conditions:
Parzen [10] showed that under the conditions of a1 to a5,f h (x) estimator is consistent in second-order mean. For the optimal asymptotic choice of h, suppose that an unknown density function f and kernel weight function K, to satisfy the following conditions:
Suppose the kernel weight function K above is symmetric so that all the odd moments of K are zero. Terrell and Scott [14] proposed the following estimator:
Note that f * doesn't have integral one. We can easily see that the optimized M SE(f * h (x)) is of the order n −8 9 . We modify the estimator so that the bias can be considerably reduced comparing to the estimator 3.1. Indeed, we propose the estimator 2.1 with two dierent bandwidths h and ah. Now, assume also that the second derivative f of the underlying density f is absolutely continuous and square integrable. Then, using Taylor expansion of f (x + hz) around x, we have
To reach our goal, we need w1 log (I h (x)) + w2 log (I ah (x)) has term log(f (x)) but has h 2 term disappeared. Thus, w1 and w2 have to satisfy
Hence,
Now, using a series expansion for the exponential functions, we have
We rewritef h andf ah aŝ ). So, our proposed estimator becomes
Now, using the expansion of (1 + k)
From denition I h (x), we also have
Then,
Under the conditions of b1 to b5, the optimal choice of h that minimizes
We can easily see that the optimized bandwidth is h = O n
and, therefore, the optimal M SE is of the order O(n −8 9 ). These results are summarized into the following theorem.
3.1. Theorem. Let K be symmetric and all the odd moments of K be zero. Assume also that conditions b1 to b5 hold. Then,
and the optimal M SE is of the order O(n −8
4. Simulation Studies 4.1. Optimal Choice for Parameter a. In this section we report on a simulation study which is designed to show that the minimizer of M SE(f h (x)) yields a reliable choice of a. Therefore, to introduce an optimal estimator reducing the bias, we should look for an a that minimizes the M SE of the proposed estimator. Since bias is the area occupied by true density and estimated density, we apply numerical methods such as rectangular and composite Simpson(Burden and Faires [2] ) ones to optimize a by minimizing the M SE. In each case the data come from a standard normal density f . Also the kernel K is a standard normal density and in each case we set x = 0. In a simulation study, when we know the true f , we may compute the true bias and variance and hence M SE. Considering Figure 1 , the optimal values for a are 0.6272 and 0.6429 in the rectangular and Simpson methods, respectively, using R software. Having noted that the Simpson method considers to be more accurate, we prepose 0.6429 as an optimal a. Thus, our nal proposed estimator will be as
This estimator reduces the bias considerably comparing to the GEBKT S one. 4 .2. Monte Carlo Simulation Study. In this section, we carry out some simulation studies for comparing the three proposed estimators: the naive kernel(N K)f h (x) given in 2.1, the geometric extrapolation based kernel(GEBKT S ) f * h (x) given in 3.1, and the geometric extrapolation based kernel(GEBKP )f h (x) given in 4.1. We randomly select 1000 independent samples of size n= 50, 100, 200 and 400. We arbitrarily choose x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 at which the kernel estimators are calculated and compared. Also we choose the standard normal as the kernel function K, that is
Having selected optimal bandwidth parameters, the bias, variance and M SE are estimated, respectively, as
where f is the true density f (x) andf is eitherf h (x), f * h (x) orf h (x). It should be noted that f can be chosen as the standard normal density(density 1), gamma(α = 2, β = 1) density(density 2) and Weibull(α = 2, β = 1) density(density 3). The simulation results are presented in Tables 1−8 Table 6 . Bias, variance and MSE of dierent kernel density estimators evaluated at x = 2.5 n estimator criterion density 1 density 
Empirical illustrations
In this section, we conduct an analysis of a real data on all three old faithful geyser (Hardle [4] , Azzalini and Bowman [1] ), glass bres that measured at the National Physical Laboratory, England(Souza, Santos and Cordeiro [13] ) and lengths of treatment spells(in days) of control patients in suicide study (Silverman [12] ) to demonstrate the use of dierent kernel estimators proposed in this paper. The old faithful geyser data is a data set with 272 observations and 2 variables: waiting time between eruptions and duration of eruption for the old faithful geyser in Yellowstone National Park. We estimate the density of waiting time for next eruption (in minutes) using the three dierent kernel estimators including N K, GEBKT S and GEBKP . The results are given in Figure 4 (a). From Figure 4 (a) we can see that the two kernel estimators N K and GEBKT S perform strikingly close of the curve. While kernel estimator GEBKP has the best t to the data among the other two estimators. For Figures 4(b) and 4(c) , also, similar discussion may be repeated. This paper aims to improve the bias reduction by introducing the new kernel density estimator. In section 2, we introduce a very intuitive and feasible kernel density estimator which name naive kernel(N K) density estimator that its bias is of the order O(h 3 ) and the optimal M SE is of the order O(n −4 5 ). In section 3, we rst recall Terrell and Scott estimator(GEBKT S ). Then, we propose a feasible kernel density estimator which reduces the bias signicantly, namely the geometric extrapolation based kernel(GEBKP ) density estimator. We calculate theoretically the bias, variance and M SE and found that the bias is of the order O(h 4 ) and the optimal M SE is of the order O(n −8 9 ). It seems that GEBKP estimator doesn't improve over the GEBKT S one. However, considering Figure  2 , the optimized bias in GEBKP is less, practically, than those of N K and GEBKT S estimators. Our simulation study at Tables 1-8 and Figure 2 shows that for nite sample size both estimators N K and GEBKT S perform approximately similar. When the two estimators with geometric extrapolation are compared, GEBKP estimator generally has smaller bias than GEBKT S estimator. Accordingly, the bias of the GEBKP estimator is reduced signicantly. Therefore, there is no doubt that the GEBKP estimator is consistently the best estimator comparing with N K and GEBKT S estimators. In addition, M SE of the GEBKP estimator has insignicant dierence when compared with the N K and GEBKT S estimators, especially when sample size is small(Tables 1-8 and Figure 3 ).
